
“Won’t Do Unless At Gunpoint” – Musk’s Starlink Rejects Governments Requests
To Ban Russian News

Description

USA/RUSSIA/EU: Moscow-backed news outlets across the European Union were banned this past
week. Across the pond, RT America pulled the cord, ceased all operations, and laid off most of its staff
due to “unforeseen business interruption events.” The Orwellian measures that governments
impose to silence opposition and control narratives is the same playbook used during the virus
pandemic.

In the ‘fog of war,’ it’s important to hear both sides so one can make an informed decision — even
though the other side might be wrong (or lying) — the ability to objectively hear both sides leaves 
room for debate.

What about all the MSM outlets who shared lies about the ghost of Kiev, or Snake Island? 
https://t.co/5orvIEeQF2

— Yvonne Burton Ephesians 6:12 (@_YvonneBurton) March 5, 2022

No other than the world’s richest man, Elon Musk, tweeted early Saturday morning that “some
governments (not Ukraine)” have told Starlink “to block Russian news sources.” He said, “We will not 
do so unless at gunpoint.”

Musk added: “Sorry to be a free speech absolutist.”

Starlink has been told by some governments (not Ukraine) to block Russian news sources.
We will not do so unless at gunpoint.

Sorry to be a free speech absolutist.

— Elon Musk (@elonmusk) March 5, 2022

That said, Musk also warned that “Starlink is the only non-Russian communications system still
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https://www.zerohedge.com/political/johnstone-defending-freedom-and-democracy-sure-requires-awful-lot-censorship
https://t.co/5orvIEeQF2
https://twitter.com/_YvonneBurton/status/1500119634426662918?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1499976967105433600?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


working in some parts of Ukraine, so the probability of being targeted is high.”

Last week, Ukraine’s Minister of Digital Transformation, Mykhailo Fedorov, said the first batch of
SpaceX satellite dishes arrived in the country and will be used to keep the internet up and running 
despite Russia’s invasion.

People on Twitter overwhelmingly supported Musk’s stance on free speech. Here is what they had to
say:

“What Russia is doing to Ukraine is horrendous but blocking RT or other Russian channels like 
what @DStv has done is setting dangerous precedent globally and its stain the notion of ‘free 
world,‘” one person said. 

“Elon is right, you either defend free speech or you do not, there is no in-between. It’s worth 
remembering hypocrites like Johnson, Trudeau, and Biden have all demonstrated their willingness to 
use censorship to control the narrative and propaganda to control the population,” someone else said. 

It appears Starlink is going heavily against the grain of most Silicon Valley-based tech firms that are
“canceling” Russian media.

However, one Twitter user pointed out:

“Unless you say something bad about Tesla or Musk. Then he will call your boss and try to 
have to fired, or unleash his army of Flying Incel Monkeys on the free speaker.”

Besides cozying up with China over the years, having Tesla employees sign NDAs, and dissolving the
company’s PR team, Musk could be making a business move to promote how Starlink betters the
world by protecting free speech.

by Tyler Durden
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